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LTEMP Frequently Asked Questions 
  
1)  Why do we perform LTEMP?  
We are directed by Congress (under OPA 90) “to devise and manage a comprehensive  
program of monitoring the environmental impact of the operations of terminal  
facilities and crude oil tankers while operating in Prince William Sound.” The U.S. Coast  
Guard regulatory guidelines for RCAC’s recertification call for reports on:  
  

1. actions that RCAC has undertaken to implement the mandated, 
comprehensive  
environmental monitoring strategy;  
2. state of the environment for each monitoring locality; and   
3. environmental impacts assessed.  

  
Regional environmental monitoring is an important tool in helping us to understand  
our marine ecosystems and how they are affected by human activity – in this case oil  
transportation.  
  
2)  Is it duplicative of other programs?    
We have been proactive over the years in sharing our study plan with other research  
sponsoring organizations, and have found little duplication of efforts.  PWSRCAC,  
under LTEMP, now has the longest continuous record of repeated sampling on a semi-  
annual basis for the region.  Additionally, overlap is a good thing when seeking  
program validity.  
  
Alyeska does its own compliance monitoring in Port Valdez, tied to regulatory and  
permit requirements.  Under LTEMP, we analyze for a different, more comprehensive  
suite of hydrocarbons and get a more detailed fingerprint, than is true for the Alyeska  
monitoring program.  Under recent NPDES comments, we recommended that Alyeska  
should update its own methods.    
  
3)  Why do we use indigenous mussels?  
LTEMP is based upon the national Mussel Watch Program that uses indigenous  
mussels.  The Mussel Watch Program monitors a suite of contaminants in mussels and  
oysters yearly at selected sites in the United States.  Mollusks are known to accumulate  
some contaminants in their tissue levels many times higher than in the surrounding  
water.  Because mollusks adjust quickly to changes in contamination, they serve as  
useful indicators of temporal trends in environmental quality.  Mussels are chosen  
because they are relatively permanent residents of geographically fixed sites.  Because  
mussels are a subsistence food in our region, the monitoring of mussels serves public  
health interests.  We also place a special emphasis on indigenous mussels because they  
are a food for other creatures such as birds.  
  
4)  Why don’t we sample at the Ballast Water Treatment facility?  
Indigenous mussels do not naturally reside at the outfall of the BWTF discharge.   
PWSRCAC has supported several projects over the years that have looked specifically  
at the BWTF, including the Caged Mussels Project.  We do have one station in the  
vicinity of the BWTF, on the shoreline, where we can sample the resident population of  
mussels.   
  
The LTEMP data has been used in direct support of projects related to the BWTF, such  
as comments submitted regarding the NPDES permit application renewal. 
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5)  Is LTEMP a long-term program or a baseline program?  
It is both.  LTEMP is long-term because the intent is for the study to last as long as oil  
is transported through Prince William Sound.  LTEMP can also be considered a baseline  
because the results of the study are creating a baseline of information on  
hydrocarbons in the water and sediment of Prince William Sound and the Gulf of  
Alaska from which the effects of future oil spills can be measured.  
  
6)  Will anyone else fund this work?  
Twice now we have received partial funding from the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee  
Council.  We have also received a small amount of funding from the Kenai Fjords  
National Park on two occasions.  Partnership opportunities are always a high priority. 
 


